From Eco-Art to Biopolitical Struggle: An Expansion of
Social Ecologies by Yates McKee
Pieces of wooden detritus puncture the partition walls of the gallery—their irregular shapes and sizes serving as the template for
the precision cuts of apertures through which they protrude into
the viewer’s space. Their appearance oscillates between entropy
by natural causes and faint suggestions of human activity: a worn
right angle, a hatchmark, a hole once filled with a nail that has long
since rusted away. These things were trawled from the environs of
Walden Pond--the locus classicus of the American wilderness ideal.
Meanwhile, a sanctuary of Brooklyn plant life typically designated as
“weeds” extends around the soil-lined interior perimeter of the gallery. Displaced from sidewalk cracks and overgrown lots, the vegetation here is reframed as an archive of global migration, belying any
appeal to the purity of “native” organisms.

Nearby, a video-essay traces the unexpected intersection of modernist abstraction, imperial geopolitics, and botanical research
through appropriated footage of John D. Rockefeller rhapsodizing
to MoMa curator Anne Temkin about his metaphysical connection
to Monet’s Water Lillies. Displayed along a nearby browsing shelf
are sixteen binders containing over a thousand sample graphic
design pages of somnambulant advertising imaginary of green
capitalism: bounteous fields, warm solar icons, lush greenery,
smiling children of all races imploring us to act-- and consume-- for
the sake of future generations. Elsewhere in the gallery, the uncanny smoothness and precision of a drone-mounted camera give us
sublime aerial shots of mountain-top removal in Appalachia, the
patterns and tracks of the extraction process appearing as epic
earthworks on the one hand, and ciphers of the auto-destruction of
humanity on the other.

Each in their own way, the projects brought together by Greg
Lindquist’s Social Ecologies exhibition reflect upon the waning of
the classic wilderness ideal of Thoreau’s Walden, which has come
under great duress in recent years. This duress is due to both intellectual currents and political projects that have interrogated the
ideological construction of “nature” as something apart from the
uneven dialectics of capitalist society, but also, more unavoidably,
the advent of anthropogenic climate change. From now on, every
square inch of our planetary systems bears the disorienting trace
left by the effluents of fossil-fuel capitalism--including the apparently timeless seasonal patterns facilitating the lives of the biota so
beloved by Thoreau himself at Walden. The collapsing of any idea of
nonhuman world as a pure “outside,” and, reciprocally, any fantasy of
human mastery over the increasingly recalcitrant and unpredictable
agency of things in part sets the horizon for Social Ecologies. Yet as
alluded to by its title, the show is equally informed by the critical
theory of Murray Bookchin, who four decades ago understood the
intertwining of ecological and social systems as a matter of political
struggle and social justice rather than merely philosophical speculation. Thus, as we commemorate the Social Ecologies exhibition in
the form of the present catalogue and documents, what follows is a
brief periodization of the relationship between art and ecology.

Social Ecologies appears at a moment in which we are witnessing
the daily intensification of climate crisis, the strengthening of the climate justice movement and the radicalization of artists in the orbit
of insurgent political formations over the past few years, including
Occupy, Rising Tide North America and Black Lives Matter. From the
perspective of art history, we have arguably reached a metabolic rift
wherein ecology cannot be considered merely one among many
other topics with which art might seek to engage (as was long the
case with the subgenre of “eco-art”). Ecology should be rethought
in terms of a general biopolitical struggle against capitalism, setting

the horizon for any possible avant-garde concern with art and life.
Here is some strategically condensed historical background intended to clarify the stakes of where we are at present in contemporary
art:

1. In the Global North, a self-conscious concern with environmental
degradation among artists begins in the late 19th century. In England, John Ruskin, nostalgic for the medieval era, moralized against
industrialization, while his favored artist J.M.W. Turner hallucinatorially envisioned the capitalist metropolis as a ruin-in-advance wherein any distinction between naturally given atmosphere and the
fossil-fuel particulates is impossible to discern (the invisible effluent
of carbon dioxide only now comes into relief with the frame of
climate change). Later into the century, William Morris forwent any
nostalgia, translating his early concern with pre-industrial craft into
a visionary post-capitalist, eco-socialist world of “communal luxury”
inspired by the Paris Commune. Meanwhile, in the United States,
what William Cronon has called the mythical “wilderness ideal” of
sacred, untainted nature was canonized in literature by Henry David
Thoreau’s Walden. In subsequent decades, the wilderness ideal was
intertwined with the decimation of Native American populations,
bound with techniques of settler-colonial resource management.
This in an ethos that underlies the photographic oeuvre and conservationist advocacy of Ansel Adams, with the towering peaks and
pristine forests of the Sierra Nevada as his Californian iteration of the
Walden ideal.

2. Pre-war avant-gardes largely bracketed “nature” in terms of the
organic environment, except when understood as an object of
conquest (think, for example, of the ecstatic montages of mining
and agricultural mechanization in Dziga Vertov’s Man With a Movie
Camera). In response to ecological crisis-conditions, two artistic
figures in postwar United States ushered in their own version of a
post-Wilderness artistic imaginary:

The first was György Kepes at MIT’s Center for Advanced Visual
Studies, who along with Buckminster Fuller called for artists to
cultivate a newly sensitive “ecological consciousness” to spiritually
supplement the cybernetic modeling of populations, resources and
environments by technocrats such as the Club of Rome. Secondly
Robert Smithson articulated at the end of his life an overtly ecological concern with remediating sites marred by industrial dereliction,
such as abandoned strip mines, oil derricks and garbage pits, yet
envisioned working with corporations and governments rather
than social movements.

3. In the seventies, the genre of “eco-art” coalesced, largely informed by an eco-idealism aiming to reintegrate humanity and
nature into a homeostatic equilibrium, cosmic unity or managerial stewardship, as in the case of Helen Mayer Harrison and
Newton Harrison or Agnes Denes. Oftentimes this impulse was
combined with so-called “new genre public art,” emphasizing
principles of civic engagement but appealing to a model of harmonious community cleansed of political antagonism and blind
to matters of race and class.

4. In the aftermath of the alter-globalization protests in Seattle in 1999 against the WTO, a new generation of media
activists and experimental ecological researchers emerged.
Most famous would be the Yes Men, known for their “identity
correction” campaigns impersonating corporations, often in
collaboration with the work of broader environmental justice
campaigns. This period witnessed the series of climate encampments in Europe (including at the COP20 summit), as well
as the emergence of varied art practices with a self-consciously
politico-ecological orientation, as documented in T.J. Demos’s
forthcoming Decolonizing Nature: Contemporary Art and Political Ecology, ranging from Subhankar Banerjee to Nils Norman
to Amy Balkin.
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5. As I argue in my forthcoming book Strike Art: Contemporary Art
and the Post-Occupy Condition, Occupy ushered in a new era of
movement-based creative direct action in which artists have played
an essential role. Exemplary in this respect are groups like MTL,
Not An Alternative, Rolling Jubilee, Occupy Museums, the Illuminator Collective, Global Ultra Luxury Faction and People’s Climate
Arts. Though ecology was not a prominent part of the populist
antagonism staged by Occupy between the 1% and the 99%, the
“climate strike” of Hurricane Sandy literally shut down Wall Street
and devastated low-income communities of color in coastal areas
like Far Rockaway. Beyond immediate emergency relief, long-term
grassroots climate organizing emerged from the disaster, bolstering
both the 2014 People’s Climate March and its radical supplement,
Flood Wall Street (a day-long shutdown of Broadway in the Financial District, which was organized around an iconic image by Seth
Tobocman of a people’s storm inundating the symbolic epicenter
of capital). The action proved to be galvanizing for climate activists,
bringing the spirit of what Naomi Klein calls “Blockadia” to New York
City and to Paris for the Cop21 Climate Summit in December 2015.

Paris saw the emergnce of a new transnational coalition of
artists and activists working under the rubric of #fossilfreeculture working to pressure major cultural institutions to divest
from fossil fuel companies, extenduing the work of groups like
Liberate Tate in the UK, which has used the Tate Museum as
a kind of performative protest platform for the past five years
in order to call out the museum’s sponsopship by BP, and the
Natural History Museum in the United States, a speculative
counter-institution set up by the Occupy-era Not An Alternative
collective that has inflitrated the professional world of museum
professionals to take aim at the influence of figures like the
Koch Brothers in the funding and ideological manipulation of
science museums. During the Paris summit, activists staged a
direct aciton inside the Louvre--which features several major oil
companies as its sponsors--wherein they poured a viscous dark

substance on the floor of the lobby of the museum; they then
walked through it in a ritual circle, leaving behind a pathway of
footprints in the manner of Richard Long and making the site
into a kind of climate-crime scene before being arrested by
French police upon exiting the museum. In subsequent months,

contemporary art projects like Solidarity NYC, the Real Estate
Investment Cooperative and the emerging world of “platform
vcooperativism.”

Liberate Tate succeeded in having the Tate Museum drop BP
as a sponsor, and the Natural History Museum has continued
to rack up victoires in the United States, with the Metropolitan
Museum as a juicy new target coming into view (the latter institution having recently christened a new plaza and fountain in
honor of David Koch).

Finally, a crucial point of reference is the tradition of black radical economics and the discourse of reparations that informed
Malcolm X Grassroots Movement’s Jackson Plan in Mississippi,
coinciding with the liberatory vision of Black Lives Matter. Black
Lives Matter is especially important to consider in the context
of this exhibition, given the invisible dynamics of white supremacy that have long marked discussions of ecology—including, in
many cases, the universalizing narrative of the Anthropocene.

For some on the more insurrectionary end of the spectrum,
such as the Woodbine Collective, actions like Flood Wall Street,
the Paris Summit, or indeed the divestment campaigns of
Liberate Tate and Natural History Museum, have been taken to
task for their alleged adherence to “political priorities and techniques that have literally been left behind by reality, by the new
common in which we find ourselves.” Rather than mediagenic
protests and coalition-building efforts, these critics call instead
for the revolutionary communization of territories, resources
and skills in the face of real-time ecological disaster. At odds
with this disposition is the accelerationist tendency, which decries the supposed “folk politics” of both protest-oriented direct
action and small-scale projects of communization, which they
caricature using Jodi Dean’s quip that “Goldman Sachs doesn’t
care if you raise chickens.” They instead offer a counter-hegemonic populist program involving visionary demands for postwork development, universal basic income and the repurposing
of large-scale infrastructural technologies (including energy and
food systems). Meanwhile in the left nonprofit world, the New
Economy Coalition is gaining traction, dovetailing with

It is within the mesh of these variously competing and synergizing discourses projects that we should situate the discourse on
art and environmentalism beautifully elaborated by the works
in Social Ecologies. Even as we appeciate their eco-aesthetic
interrogations and enviro-political insights, it is imperative that
we read these works alongside both those practices at work
beynd the confines of art institutions, as well as others—such as
the Natural History Museum—that are doubling back upon those
very platforms of both institutional critique and institutional
liberation in their own right. The imaginative potentials and
sensory forms of art are increasingly woven into the fabric of
biopolitical struggle, making ours a period of both great excitement and great urgency.

#FossilFreeCulture action during COP 21 Summit, Louvre Museum, Paris,
December 2015 (image courtesy of Fossil Fuel Culture)
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Sign announcing temporary closure of the Louvre due to unseasonal flooding of the Seine River, June 6, 2016

Installation detail of Natural History Museum exhibit, American Alliance of Museums Conference, Atlanta GA, 2015
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